Significant research has focused on determining efficient methodologies for effective and speedy retrieval in large image databases. Towards that goal, the first contribution of this paper is an image abstraction technique, called variable-bin allocation (VBA), based on signature bitstrings and a corresponding similarity metric. The signature provides a compact representation of an image based on its color content and yields better retrieval effectiveness than when using classical global color histograms (GCHs) and comparable to the one obtained when using color-coherence vectors (CCVs). More importantly however, the use of VBA signatures allows savings of 75% and 87.5% in storage overhead when compared to GCHs and CCVs, respectively. The second contribution is the improvement upon an access structure, the S-tree, exploring the concept of logical and physical pages and a specialized nearest-neighbor type of algorithm, in order to improve retrieval speed. We compared the S-tree performance when indexing the VBA signatures against the SR-tree indexing GCHs and CCVs, since SR-trees are arguably the most efficient access method for high-dimensional points. Our experimental results, using a large number of images and varying several parameters, have shown that the combination VBA/S-tree outperforms the GCH/SR-tree combination in terms of effectiveness, access speed and size (up to 45%, 25% and 70% respectively). Due to the very highdimensionality of the CCVs their indexing, even using an efficient access structure, the SR-tree, did not seem to be a feasible alternative.
Introduction
The enormous growth of image archives has significantly increased the demand for research efforts aimed at efficiently finding similar images within a large image database (e.g., [8, 22] ). One popular strategy of searching for images within an image database is called query by example, in which the query is expressed as an image template or a sketch thereof, and is commonly used to pose queries in most content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems, for instance, IBM's QBIC [15] , Virage's VIR [34] , WebSEEk [27] and SIMPLIcity [35] .
Typically, the CBIR system extracts visual features from a given query image, which are then used for comparison with the features of other images stored in the database. The similarity function is thus based on the abstracted image content rather than the image itself. The color distribution of an image is one such feature that is extensively utilized to compute the abstracted image content. It exhibits desired properties, such as low complexity for extraction, invariance to scaling and rotation, and partial occlusion [25] . In fact, it is common to use a global color histogram (GCH) to represent the distribution of colors within an image. Assuming an n-color model, a GCH is an n-dimensional feature vector ðh 1 ; h 2 ; . . . ; h n Þ, where h j represents the (usually) normalized percentage of color pixels in an image corresponding to each color c j . In this context, the retrieval of similar images is based on the similarity between their respective GCHs. A common similarity metric is based on the Euclidean distance (though other distances could also be used) between the abstracted feature vectors that represent two images, and it is defined as:
where Q and I represent the query image and one of the images in the image set, and h Q j and h I j represent the coordinate values of the feature vectors of these images respectively. Another possibility is to take into account the so-called ''cross-talk'' between colors, as done within IBM's QBIC. Unlike the case above, where histogram bins are compared colorwise, i.e., one-to-one, one can allow each bin to be compared to all others and weight the comparison by the relative distance between the compared colors. Unless a more sophisticated implementation is used this similarity measure is much more expensive to compute since it requires quadratic time (in the number of colors) whereas the Euclidean distance is linear. Other approaches to abstract an image for the sake of indexing and searching will be reviewed in Section 2.
It should be noted though that, when using the GCH approach, storing n-dimensional vectors of a color histogram for each image in the database may consume significant storage space. In order to minimize the space requirements, we propose the use of a compact representation of these vectors, thereby leading us to the utilization of binary signatures. An image's signature bitstring, hereafter referred to as signature, is an abstract representation of the color distribution of an image by bitstrings of a predetermined size. However, it is important to note that careful use of signatures yields not only much smaller space overhead, but also considerably higher retrieval effectiveness. This will be discussed in Section 3.
Further to the above observation, there is the problem of searching efficiently, i.e., fast, for images similar to a query image within a large database. Mapping color histograms onto points in an n-dimensional space is an elegant way to solve the problem, but it has a serious drawback. It makes the problem of searching similar images using a disk-based access structure a much harder problem as the value of n grows (it is not unusual to use values of n in excess of 64). This renders the use of traditional spatial access structures (e.g., the R Ã -tree [2] ) of little use. Since we use signatures to represent images we address the efficiency issue by proposing the use of an enhanced signature tree (S-tree) [9, 33] . As we will present in Section 4, the improved S-tree can take advantage of the concept of logical and physical pages. In addition, we propose a specialized algorithm for fast nearest-neighbor queries for the S-tree. In Section 5 we investigate thoroughly the performance of the proposed approach in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency. The obtained results indicate the combination of image signatures and the S-tree to be robust, effective and efficient.
Summarizing, the main contributions of this paper are: the proposal of a new and compact representation of images based on their color distribution; the enhancement upon the S-tree to process nearest-neighbors queries more efficiently; the empirical demonstration that the proposed signatures are an effective way to represent an image and that the combination of image signatures and the S-tree is a sound, effective and efficient solution for the problem of color-based image retrieval.
Related work
In recent years, there has been considerable research published regarding CBIR systems and techniques. In what follows, we give an overview of some representative work related to ours, i.e., color-oriented CBIR.
QBIC [10, 15] is a classical example of a CBIR system. It performs CBIR using several perceptual features, e.g., colors and spatial-relationships. The system utilizes a partition-based approach for representing color. The retrieval using color is based on the average Munsell color and the five most dominant colors for each of these partitions, i.e., both the global and local color histograms are analyzed for image retrieval. Since the quadratic measure of color distances is computationally intensive, the average Munsell color is used to prefilter the candidate images. The system also defines a quadratic metric for color similarity based on the bins in the color histograms (discussed above).
A similarity measure based on color moments is proposed in [30] . The authors propose a color representation that is characterized by the first three color moments namely color average, variance and skewness, thus yielding very low space overhead. Each of these moments is part of an index structure and has the same units, which make them somewhat comparable to each other. The similarity function used for retrieval is based on the weighted sum of the absolute difference between corresponding moments of the query image and the images within the data set. A similar approach was also proposed by Appas et al. [1] , the main difference being that the image is segmented in five overlapping cells. A superimposed 4 Â 4 grid was also used in [28] .
Another technique for integrating color information with spatial knowledge in order to obtain an overall impression of the image is discussed in [13] . The technique is based on using a similar grid of cells, and the authors propose some heuristics to capture relevant colors and distinguish among background and non-background (main object) colors.
A system for color indexing based on automated extraction of local regions is presented in [26] . The system first defines a quantized selection of colors to be indexed. Next, a binary color set for a region is constructed based on whether the color is present or not in a region. In order to be captured in the index by its color set, a region must meet the following two requirements: (i) there must be at least N pixels in a region, where N is a user-defined parameter, and (ii) each color in the region must contribute with at least a certain percentage of the total region area; this percentage is also user-defined. Each region in the image is represented using a bounding box. The information stored for each region includes the color set, the image identifier, the region location and the size. The image is therefore queried, based not only on the color, but also on the spatial relationship and composition of the color region.
In [29] the authors attempt to capture the spatial arrangement of different colors in the image, based on using a grid of cells over the image and a variable number of histograms, depending on the number of distinct colors present. The paper argues that on the average, an image can be represented by a relatively low number of colors, and therefore some space can be saved when storing the histograms. The similarity function used for retrieval is based on a weighted sum of the distance between the obtained histograms. The experimental results have shown that such a technique yields 55% less space overhead than conventional partition-based approaches, while still being up to 38% more efficient in terms of image retrieval.
Pass et al. [21] describe a technique based on incorporating spatial information with the color histogram using color-coherence vectors (CCVs). The technique classifies each pixel in a color bucket as either coherent or incoherent, depending upon whether the pixel is a constituent of a large similarly colored region. The argument is that the comparison of coherent and incoherent feature vectors between two images allows for a much finer distinction of similarity than when using color histograms. Note that using CCVs one will have two histograms for each image (one for coherent colors and one for incoherent colors); each one as large as traditional GCH. The authors compare their experimental results with various other techniques and show their technique to yield a significant improvement in retrieval performance.
Recent proposals include [18] and [35] . Lin proposes a method based on multi-precision similarity. The idea is to recursively partition the image in a number of non-overlapping cells, for which the average RBG vector is recorded. This recursive tiling takes into account spatial distribution of colors as well as it allows querying sub-images. However, there is no strong evidence whether that method actually improves retrieval effectiveness. Finally, Wang's SIMPLIcity uses a wavelet-based approach to extract features, being able to segment images in real-time. Among the many possible usable features to measure similarity, the system uses a ''global'' region-matching scheme, which is claimed to be robust to poor segmentation. The approach underlying SIMPLIcity can also perform image categorization, a task which is usually not carried out in the context of CBIR.
We conclude this section with a brief survey about how CBIR research has used access structures. This is an important aspect as the number of images in a database may render any retrieval approach based on linear scanning of the image (metadata) file unfeasible.
As discussed earlier, images are mapped to a high-dimensional feature space. Most of the time, this feature space can be mapped into the Euclidean space and spatial access structures [12] can be used. Although typical spatial access structures are not well suited for high-dimensions (e.g., R Ã -trees [3] ), recent proposals have been made for that case, e.g., the X-tree [3] , SS-tree [36] and the SR-tree [17] to name a few. The X-tree makes use of the concept of super-node in order to minimize overlap between the area covered by different sub-trees; it was shown to be more efficient than the R Ã -tree. Unlike the R Ã -tree, which uses minimum bounding boxes to represent the area covered by a sub-tree, the SS-tree uses minimum bounding spheres and was shown to outperform the R Ã -tree. We are not aware of any research comparing the X-tree to the SS-tree directly. The SR-tree capitalizes on the fact that one can use both boxes and spheres in the internal nodes in order to decrease overlap between the area covered by the sub-trees. It was reported to be more efficient than both the R Ã -tree and the SS-tree, and has been regarded as a top performer among access structures for high-dimensional data.
More recently, two other access structures aimed at high-dimensional data have been proposed, the VA-file [38] and the A-tree [24] . Even though the VA-file does not qualify strictly as an access structure, since it entails a linear scan of the file, for the sake of completeness we include it in this discussion as well. The idea behind the VA-file is to partition the data space in cells and assign a short binary code to each such cell. All points lying in those cells are mapped into those cell codes. It has been reported that a linear scan of such mapped space will filter out a large portion of the data set quickly and will deliver, even after checking the non-filtered objects, better performance than the X-tree (it has not been compared to the SR-trees). The A-tree uses the notion of relative approximation, i.e., objects/MBRs are represented with respect to their parents' representation. Due to the compactness of such a scheme, entries in a node can contain not only their own MBRs but also an approximation of all of their children MBRs as well. This ultimately leads to speedier access and updates. A-trees have been shown to outperform the VA-files and SR-trees.
For some cases though, it is not trivial (or even possible) to map the feature space into the Euclidean space. For those situations the use of metric spaces is usually a good (or perhaps the only) solution. Recent works on access structures for indexing metric spaces are the M-tree [7] and the Slim-tree [31] . A key issue for an efficient metric tree is an accurate and computationally noncomplex distance metric. Unfortunately, it is often the case that an accurate metric is complex. This, in turn, may render those structures CPU-bound instead of I/O-bound, as usual in this domain.
It is also interesting to note that among the CBIR approaches reviewed above, few, QBIC [10] being one such example, make use of disk-based access structures to speedup query processing. In this paper we propose not only a new CBIR method (next section) but also the use of an efficient disk-based structure, the S-tree (Section 4) as well as an specialized algorithm to support similarity queries efficiently.
Variable-bin allocation--a scheme for compact image signatures
The effectiveness of a CBIR system ultimately depends on its ability to accurately identify the relevant images. Our basic motivation is based on the observation that classical techniques based on GCHs often offer poor performance since they treat all colors equally and take only their distributions into account. More specifically, the relative density of a color is not taken into account by these approaches. In fact, using a dataset of over 50,000 images 1 we have verified [5] that each image has, on average and after a quantization to 64 colors, only about 11 colors. In addition, most of such colors have a density of 10% or less. Hence, it is conceivable to conjecture that a substantial cover of an image is due to many colors which individually constitute a small portion of the whole image.
On the contrary, the majority of the efforts reviewed in Section 2 have been directed towards a representation of those colors in the color histogram that have a significant pixel dominance. Our approach differs mainly in this regard. We actually emphasize more on the colors which are less dominant, i.e., cover a smaller area of the image, while still not ignoring more dominant colors.
In order to use signatures for image abstraction, we have designed the following scheme:
• Each image in the database is quantized into a fixed number of n colors, c 1 ; c 2 ; . . . ; c n , to eliminate the effect of small variations within images and also to avoid using a large file due to the high resolution representation [20] . The quantization is done using ImageMagick's color quantization algorithm, 2 which has the goal of ''minimizing the numerical discrepancies between the original colors and quantized colors''.
• Each color c j is then represented by a bitstring of length t, i.e., b
t , for 1 6 j 6 n. Each bit is characterized by a range, referred to as the bit-range, which depicts the frequency of pixels of jth color in the image within a specific range (e.g., the jth color appears in the image with a frequency within a certain percentage range). Hence, an image comprising of n colors would then be represented by the bitstring: S ¼ b The key point then becomes how to set the bits b j i . Bit-ranges could be equal or varying, i.e., they could represent equal or different range lengths, respectively. Our first attempt [19] to accomplish that was by assigning equal bit-ranges to all bits within each B j . In such a case each color c j has its bits set according to the following condition:
where h j is an element of the feature vector that represents the GCH as discussed in Section 1.
As an example, consider image A in Fig. 1 having n ¼ 3 colors, and for simplicity, assume that ðc 1 ; c 2 ; c 3 Þ ¼ (black, grey, white). The normalized color densities can then be represented by the vector (h 1 ; h 2 ; h 3 Þ ¼ ð0:18, 0.06, 0.76), where each h j represents the percentage of appearence of color c j in image A. Next, assume that the color distribution is discretized into t ¼ 10 bits of equal bit-ranges. Hence, b 1 would accommodate a color appearence (pixel-wise) from 1% to 10%, and b 2 would accommodate from 11% to 20% and so on. Therefore, image A can then be represented by the following signature S A ¼ 0100000000 1000000000 0000000100.
However, as argued earlier, we have observed that less dominant colors comprise a significant part of an image. This led us to modify the signatures in order to emphasize colors with smaller densities by developing the variable-bin allocation (VBA) scheme, which is presented next.
VBA is based on varying the bit-ranges of the bits representing the color densities. The design of VBA is based on our belief that distances due to less dominant colors are important for an efficient retrieval. Therefore, the generated signature lays a greater emphasis on the distance between the less dominant colors than on more dominant ones. The experiments performed on VBA, assuming a color distribution discretized into t ¼ 10 bits, were based on b 1 and b 2 having bit-ranges equal to 3, b 3 having bit-range equal to 4, b 4 and b 5 having bit-ranges equal to 5, bits b 6 through b 9 having bit-ranges equal to 10, and, finally, bit b 10 having a bit-range equal to 40. For instance, if a color covers between 4% and 6% of an image, then the bit corresponding to b 2 is set and all other bits remain unset. Similarly, if a given color is not present in the image then none of the bits corresponding to it are set at all. Note that, while on the one hand there is a fine bit-wise granularity for colors covering a small portion of the image (and most do, as argued above), a color covering between 61% and 100% of an image will, on the other hand, have a single bit set. This is due to the fact that an image rarely has more than half of itself covered by a single color. In other words, we enhance the granularity of colors with smaller distributions, without completely ignoring those with a large presence. In fact, our experience when completely ignoring largely dominating colors has shown a decrease in retrieval accuracy [5] . For the sake of illustration, the VBA signatures for all images in Fig. 1 are shown in Table 1 . We remark that the obtained signature is a compact, yet effective, representation of the color content of an image. Furthermore we argue that the VBA is not another representation for the distribution of colors within an image (e.g., CCV or color moments) but rather a discretized (i.e., alternative) representation for GCHs. Hence, quantization (or compression) schemes that could be applied to a GCH, could also be likely applied to the VBA bitstring. In other words, a VBA signature carries approximately the same amount of information and yields the same flexibility a GCH does. Finally, as we shall see later in this paper, this representation allows effective retrieval as well. Table 1 Detailed signatures of the images in Fig. 1 It is clear that at most a single bit is set within each set B j of bits. Hence, one could simply record the position of this single bit within B j which is set, instead of recording the whole 10-bit signature for B j . If each set B j of t bits, only dlog 2 te bits are needed to encode the position of the set bit (if any). Thus, for t ¼ 10, the VBA approach would require a mere 4 bits to encode each color. As a comparison, let us assume that the storage of a real number requires f bytes. Storing a GCH of an image comprising of n colors, would require ðn Â f Þ bytes. Indeed, by using n ¼ 64, f ¼ 2 and t ¼ 10, the VBA approach would require only 32 bytes compared to the 128 bytes required by the GCH, a substantial savings of 75% in storage space.
The savings are even more respectable when compared to other well known approaches, e.g., the CCV presented in [21] . A CCV is in fact a pair of global histograms, one for coherent colors, and another one for incoherent colors, hence it is twice as large as a GCH. This means that by using a VBA signature we obtain 87.5% savings over the space required by CCVs.
If we assume that an image's address in disk consumes 8 bytes, then using 4 MB of main memory one would be able to ''index'' and search a mid-size image database of roughly 100,000 images. After an initial linear scan on the signature file to load the signatures onto memory, all queries could be processed I/O free. Perhaps, more importantly, one would be able to do so avoiding the overhead of maintaining a disk-based access structure. This is an important result as it allows to easily perform speedy searches for images in many application domains, e.g., digital libraries. However, such an approach would not scale for very large image databases, say millions of images. For that purpose we propose the use of the S-tree, which we discuss in details in the next section.
Once the signatures for each image in the data set are precomputed and stored into the database, the retrieval procedure can take place. To assess the similarity between two images, Q and I, we will use a metric akin to the L 2 Euclidean distance, defined as follows: We have shown in [5] that this metric is more robust than its L 1 counterpart. At this point it is worthwhile to single out the most important disadvantage of using only the color distribution as a basis to abstract an image. It is not unreasonable to argue that images C and D (Fig. 1) are not similar. Even though they do have the same color distributions, the colors have very different spatial distribution, which is not captured when only the quantitative color density is used, in fact, dðC; DÞ ¼ 0. However, this is not a problem due to our abstraction scheme nor to our metric, but due to the use of only frequency-oriented color distributions. The same observation is true for other methods for image abstraction, notably the well-known and widely used GCHs.
S-tree--an access structure for signatures
So far, the most common use of signatures was to index text or to indicate the presence or absence of individuals in sets [14, 16] . For example, when used in object-oriented databases they would represent the existence of the different items that constitute the set-valued attribute of an object. Each element of a specific set was encoded by using a hashing function into a signature of length F and weight, i.e., number of set bits, m. The object's signature was generated by applying the superimposed coding technique on all element signatures, i.e., all positions were superimposed by a bit-wise OR-operation to generate the set's signature.
As described in the previous section, in the context of image retrieval, signatures can also be used to represent the frequency of a specific color appearing in a given image. Each color uses t bits, where each bit depicts a range of frequencies for the specific color. A signature position is set only when the represented color exists in the image within the corresponding frequency range. However, unlike to the case of set-valued attributes, image signatures will be constructed by concatenating, and not superimposing, their color signatures.
A collection of signatures comprises a signature file, which presents low space overhead and reduced update costs [4, 11] . Trying to improve the performance of signature files and avoid the sequential scanning that they introduce, a number of tree-and hash-based signature organizations have been designed. Such an approach is the S-tree, which is a height balanced dynamic structure [9] (similarly to a B þ -tree [6] ). Each node of an S-tree contains a number of pairs hs; pi, where s is a signature and p is a pointer to a child node. The S-tree is defined by two integer parameters: M and m. The root can accommodate at least two and at most M pairs, whereas all other nodes can accommodate at least m and at most M pairs. Unlike B þ -trees where m ¼ M=2, here it holds that: 1 6 m 6 M=2. Thus, the tree height for n signatures is at most: h ¼ dlog m n À 1e. Signatures in internal nodes are formed by superimposing the signatures of their children nodes. In our context, the leaves of the S-tree will contain image signatures, along with a unique identifier for those images.
At this point it should be clear that none of the spatially oriented access methods (i.e., SR-trees, VA-file or A-trees) could be used to index the VBA signatures. Therefore, a specialized access method, such as the S-tree is required. In the following, we will show how the S-tree can be used as an efficient and effective tool to store and search for the aforementioned image signatures.
Using the S-tree in image retrieval
During the insertion of a new object in an S-tree, the leaf in which its signature will be stored is selected by traversing the tree in a top-down order and by choosing the most appropriate node at each level according to a distance criterion. When the appropriate leaf is reached, it is possible that it is already full, i.e., it contains M entries, and therefore it will have to be split. A new node will be created and the M þ 1 entries will be distributed between the two nodes, also in an appropriate way. When inserting an object or when splitting a node, the aim is to cluster the stored objects so that a well defined distance metric is minimized. As a consequence, the number of paths that will have to be traversed during searches is minimized as well.
The original S-tree [9] tried to minimize the node weight during insertions or node splits in order to render the inclusion query more efficient. However, for the current application, when deciding to store image signatures, the weight alone is not sufficient. Due to the way that the similarity distance is defined, the focus should be on the specific positions of the bits set in a signature and not only on their quantity. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the dominant factor is the similarity distance: the smaller the distance between two images, the more similar are the images themselves. After experimenting (a) with the original distance function measuring the weight increase, and (b) with the function d (defined in Section 3), it was obvious that the efficiency of the similarity search was drastically improved when the latter was applied.
For example (Table 2) , if image A were to be stored either with image B or C, the weight increase equally in both cases, namely by 1 unit. On the other hand, the distance function d would yield different results, 1 in the first case and 4 in the second. This is due to the fact that that image A is more similar to image B than to image C, hence it should be clustered with the former and not the latter.
Quadratic split and logical pages
Studying the performance of the S-tree [9, 32, 33] it has been observed that due to the superimposition technique along the tree levels, nodes near the root tend to contain heavy signatures (i.e., with many 1's) and, thus, they present low selectivity. In [32, 33] several methods for the Stree construction were introduced in order to address the problem and improve its search efficiency.
The original splitting algorithm of linear complexity can be viewed as consisting of two phases, the seed selection phase and the signature distribution phase [9] . During the first phase, the two most distant signatures with respect to a given distance are selected to play the role of seeds upon which the two new nodes will grow. When the seeds are chosen, the rest of the signatures are distributed to the two nodes according again to the same distance function.
Trying to reduce the low selectivity problem, a number of improved split methods of quadratic and cubic complexity are introduced in [33] which perform up to 5-10 times better when used in partial match queries. In this paper we adopt one of these methods, namely the quadratic split, since it offers good balance between an efficient search performance and node split (i.e., update) complexity. In particular, after choosing the two seeds as the most distant ones with respect to function d, we search for the entry with the maximum difference of the same function in the two nodes and insert it in the closer one. Here, it should be mentioned that only when a split occurs at the leaf level we make use of the actual distance d. In the upper levels, due to the superimposition, the actual distance cannot be applied and it is therefore substituted by the minDist function, a similar function which will be described in more detail in the next section. Moreover, based on results obtained in [32] , a different structure for the tree leaves is also adopted. In the latter work, the performance of various structures was tested where the superimposed signatures stored above the leaf level were produced by a smaller number of signatures and not by the total number that exist in a leaf. The aim was to decrease the weight of the signatures that are stored in internal nodes and, consequently, increase their selectivity. The best approach was based on the use of logical pages, i.e., a number of independent logical pages were stored into a physical one. The number of logical pages per physical one is a parameter that can be tuned in order to achieve the required performance and trade off between space overhead and retrieval cost. Our experiments have shown the implemented S-tree, besides being dynamic as originally proposed, is also fairly efficient in terms of construction time (query time will be discussed in details in Section 5.3). For instance, when inserting 50,000 signatures (the largest dataset used in our experiments), the S-tree was built in approximately 90 s (<2 ms/insertion).
3 Naturally, this figure depends on several parameters, e.g., cardinality of the data set (the smaller the faster) and physical page sizes, and since the aim of this paper is not to propose an enhancement for the S-tree (this issue was addressed in [33] ) we do not investigate this further.
For example, in Fig. 2 , image signatures will keep being inserted in an empty physical page until the first logical page is filled. If yet another signature is to be inserted in the same logical page, an overflow will occur. Then, following the quadratic split method the logical page will be split and one more logical page will be created. As illustrated in this example, each logical page produces its own superimposed signature which is stored in its parent node, ensuring this way its independence from the physical page.
Nearest-neighbor searching in S-trees
A popular query when data is represented by signatures is the partial match query, i.e., a subset or superset query that searches for all objects containing certain attributes. In such a case, the Stree is traversed as follows. We descend the tree down to the leaf level following all paths where the stored signature evaluates the containment predicate with regard to the query signature. At the leaf level, all signatures satisfying the user query lead to the desired objects after discarding false-drops. In case of an unsuccessful path, searching may stop early at some level above the leaf level. However, in the present context the interest is in the nearest neighbor, or else, similarity query, i.e., to retrieve the k most similar images to a given one.
In order to execute efficiently a similarity query in an S-tree, we have to embed drastic changes not only in the insert but also in the search procedure. More specifically, the methodology described in [23] is adopted, as a generalization of the nearest-neighbor query to the k-nearest neighbors. This time, the adopted similarity function is function d defined earlier.
While descending the tree though, a minimum distance also needs to be calculated in the internal nodes in order to make a first estimation of the images that are stored in the respective subtree. In particular, this second distance, called minDist, is related to an optimistic distance that can be calculated given a subtree signature, i.e., a signature in an internal node. The goal is to estimate which subtree can have an image closest to the query image. The procedure works as follows. For each color substring, we choose the bit which is physically closer to the bit set in the query image. The subtree signature which yields the minimum sum of distances is chosen as the best candidate.
Therefore, minDist can be defined as
where optPosðB k S Þ gives the position of the physically closer set bit within the bitstring B k of the superimposed signature S.
The example in Table 3 , shows how the minDist distance is calculated. For example, for the first color, we consider that the closest image, with respect to that color, has an '1' in the fifth bit and not in the sixth one and so forth. Thus, if we were interested in finding out the minDist of query Q to the node S 1 containing the signatures for images A and B, the respective minDist of signature S 1 from query Q would be 17. However, if we were interested in finding out the minDist of query Q from the node S 2 containing the signatures of images C and D, the respective minDist of signature S 2 from query Q would be 8.
In the case of the single nearest-neighbor query, when examining closer the search procedure, the tree is searched in a depth first search (similar results are obtained if a breadth first search is adopted). Whenever an internal node is reached, we compute the optimal distance minDist, i.e., the smallest possible distance that seems to exist in the respective subtree, and all children be- longing to this node are inserted in a buffer queue sorted on this calculated distance in order to be searched. However, upon reaching a leaf, not minDist but the actual distance d is calculated. If the latter value is smaller than the one calculated so far, then it is introduced as the new minimum distance. This minimum distance is used in pruning subtrees, which correspond to a higher optimal distance (more details and explanations can be found in [23] ).
To generalize this query to the k-nearest-neighbors query, a descending heap of size k is used in order to store the k most similar images to the queried image found so far, along with a buffer that stores the nodes that still have to be searched. While descending the tree, when visiting an internal node its children are stored as previously into the second buffer based on the respective minDist. There is a slight difference in this case though at the leaf level. Upon reaching a leaf, as previously not the optimal but the actual distance d is calculated and, in case it is smaller than the kth distance found so far, it is inserted in the heap containing the k smaller calculated distances and it is stored in the appropriate position. In addition, the distance that is used to prune subtrees which represent a higher optimal distance is the greatest value stored in the heap. Evidently, the buffer is initialized containing a relatively very large value in all k positions.
Experimental results
In order to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency when using the proposed image signatures and the S-tree we realized a large number of experiments using real image sets. A set of 50,000 images (merged from two commercially available collections: PrintArtist Platinum (nearly 20,000 images) by Sierra Home and some Master Photos 50,000--Premium Photo Collection (about 30,000 images) by COREL, was divided in five sets of 10; 000; 20; 000; . . . 50; 000 images--hereafter referred to as the S10k; S20k; . . . ; S50k respectively--and those were used as the image database. Fifteen query images were obtained from yet another collection of images (Gallery Magic 65,000 by COREL) to diminish the probability of biasing the results obtained. Each query image is a constituent of a subset determined (also a priori) of similar images 4 in order to allow us to assess retrieval accuracy objectively. The images in each of these subsets tend to resemble each other based on the color distribution and also the image semantics (all subsets can be seen at: http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/$mn/CBIRone/). The color constituents were normalized to a 64 color representation using the RGB color model. Note that since all investigated approaches depend on normalized color histograms image sizes are of no concern. Finally, a web-based prototype of an image retrieval engine using the contributed approaches discussed in this paper can be found at http://db.cs.ualberta.ca/BSIm.
We only report results when using VBA with t ¼ 10 since our experience (reported in [5, 19] ) using smaller and larger values for t indicated a degradation in the retrieval effectiveness. Experiments using signatures where all bits had the same bit-ranges (also reported in [5, 19] ) showed that allocation was just as effective as the traditional GCH. Even though one could argue that such an approach would still be much more compact than GCH we decided to focus on the VBA scheme which is equally compact and yields better retrieval. Results using the GCH and CCV [21] were also generated to serve as a benchmark to our proposal's effectiveness. One should note that, in what follows, the CCV is a 128-dimensional feature vector by construction. It represents an image quantized in 64 colors, as both GCH and VBA do. In other words, all approaches carry the same amount of information, but represented in different ways.
The results presented next are divided in two parts. In the first, retrieval effectiveness is measured through the use of precision vs. recall curves [37] , which are traditionally used in the information retrieval literature. At that point the indexing structure is irrelevant. Next we present results related to efficiency of retrieval. As such we report figures for storage overhead and query processing time. Given that our similarity metrics are quite simple we consider query processing an I/O bound process and therefore we use the number of I/Os required as a measure of query processing time. In particular, we measure the number of leaf nodes accessed in order to avoid any side-effects from caching of internal nodes. In the latter part we investigate the influence of several parameters as well.
At this point one could argue why have we compared the S-tree indexing VBA signatures to the SR-tree indexing GCHs, instead of comparing it to the A-tree (or VA-file) indexing GCHs. The reason is twofold. Firstly, the SR-tree has been successfully used as a benchmark in recent researches, thus likely facilitating an (indirect) comparison to our approach as well. Secondly, and more importantly, our main goal is not to advocate the S-tree as the best access structure for highdimensional points in general. Rather, as we have argued before, we use it as the only access structure known to us capable of indexing bitstrings (e.g., VBA image signatures). Thus, when comparing VBA using S-trees against GCHs using SR-trees, we aim to show that the former is also scalable, as well as more efficient and more effective than the latter. Future research should be aimed at comparing S-trees indexing VBA signatures against A-trees indexing CCVs (or GCHs) in order to assess how those two approaches would compare in terms of efficiency. Fig. 3 shows the precision and recall yielded by the use of GCH, CCV and VBA using 30,000 images. Note that at this point the performance of the underlying index is irrelevant.
Retrieval effectiveness
To show the competitiveness of VBA for different sizes of the dataset, Fig. 4 shows the precision values obtained for all five sets at 20% recall (e.g., assuming that most users will look only at the first few matches returned). As one can see, for all approaches, precision decreases steadily with the increase in the dataset size, which is a reasonable result. Due to limited space we do not show similar figures for other values of recall, but we have observed that the quantitative behavior does not change as much. Overall we have found that with respect to retrieval accuracy, VBA and CCV have similar performance, even though VBA does not take into account spatial location of colors as CCV does (hence CCV's larger space overhead, as we discuss next). Nonetheless, it is clear that both outperform GCHs.
Storage overhead
We investigated the space requirements of our approach with respect to two variables: disk page size (4, 8 and 16 KB) and the size of the image set. We compared the size of the SR-tree indexing GCHs and CCVs (denoted by SR-GCH and SR-CCV, respectively) to the size of the S-tree indexing VBA signatures using logical pages of approximately 600 and 800 bytes (denoted S-tree6 and S-tree8 respectively). The S-tree used in our experiments indexes the full (bitstring) signature instead of the compressed (4 bits/color) version. Note that this will only affect the size of the resulting S-tree not its effectiveness nor efficiency. As we shall see shortly even using this uncompressed bitstring, the S-tree is a compact access structure, hence we chose to avoid the overhead, though minimal, of uncompressing the signatures in order to calculate the signatures distances as explained earlier.
At this point it is important to recall that an image's CCV is twice as large (in terms of dimension) than its GCH. This is so, because, for each color, it records the ratio of coherent and incoherent pixels. As such one should expect the SR-tree indexing CCVs to be at least twice as large as an SR-tree indexing GCHs for the same dataset. This also has direct implication on the SR-tree's fan-out factor, yielding a tall and narrow tree (instead of a shallow and wide one). This is clear from Fig. 5 . This figure was obtained using 30,000 images and it indicates that, while the SR-tree takes advantage of larger page sizes (which increase its nodes' fan-out), it is still over two times larger than the S-tree8 for a page size of 16 KB. More importantly however, it shows clearly that the SR-tree is not able to help CCV's very high-dimensionality, and therefore it results in a very large indexing file. Indeed, we did not use a page size of 4 K for the SR-tree/CCV combination because it did not seem to be a practical choice.
In order to evaluate the effect of the size of the image set on the access structures, we kept the page size fixed at 8 KB, and indexed all image sets (S10k through S50k). Fig. 6 shows that the SRtree grows much faster than the S-tree. While the S-trees do grow with the enlargement of the image sets, the curve is not nearly as steep. At its most compact configuration (10 KB), the SRtree/GCH was almost three times as big as the S-tree8. Again, the SR-tree/CCV combination grows extremely fast with the increase of the dataset size, and further values were not computed. We thus conclude that storage-wise the S-trees are more efficient than the SR-tree indexing GCH. Due to the very high-dimensionality of the CCVs their indexing, even using an efficient access structure, in this case the SR-tree, did not seem to be a feasible alternative.
Retrieval efficiency
We have observed thus far that the VBA approach is comparable to CCV's in terms of retrieval effectiveness. Both VBA and CCV offer better performance than the GCH. In terms of size, Strees indexing VBA signature are by far more compact than SR-trees indexing GCHs, which in turn are less than half the size of SR-trees indexing CCVs. In this section we compare the performance of the SR-tree/GCH, SR-tree/CCV and S-tree/VBA combined approaches. We investigated the query processing time required by all approaches using the number of leaf nodes accessed, and three variables: disk page size, the size of the image set and number of similar matches returned. Fig. 7 shows how each investigated combination behaves when the page size changes. The number of indexed images was kept constant at 30,000 and the number of matches returned (nearest neighbors) was set to 20. Clearly the SR-tree/CCV is the slowest combination of all tested, while the SR-tree6/VBA was the fastest. All combinations seemed to be equally affected (positively) by the increase in the page size. While the S-tree8 seemed to be slightly faster than the SR-tree8/GCH, the S-tree6 was, in average, 20% faster than the latter.
We can see the effect of the number of indexed images in Fig. 8 . For these experiments, the page size was constant, 8 KB, and again, the number of similar images returned was set to 20. The results seem to indicate that the number of I/Os by the SR-tree/GCH curve grows slightly faster with the data set size than the combination using S-trees. The gain from using the S-tree8 (which is slower than the S-tree6) ranged in the neighborhood of 15%. Again, the SR-tree/CCV is not only the worse combination at the outset, but it becomes slower faster (in fact, it was not used for large datasets).
All combinations but the SR-tree/CCV seemed to be equally affected when the number of best matches returned varied, as one can verify in Fig. 9 . Clearly, the SR-tree/CCV combination is not practical when compared to the other ones. The S-tree6/VBA combination offered consistently the best performance, while the S-tree8/VBA performed slightly better than the SR-tree/GCH.
Conclusions
We offer two main contributions in this paper: (i) a new and effective way to represent an image's color distribution via signatures (called VBA) along with a metric to compute similarities between images; and (ii) an efficient method (the S-tree) to index such image signatures, and its corresponding algorithm for nearest-neighbor (similarity) queries.
While the use of VBA signature yields retrieval accuracy comparable to CCVs and much better than GCHs, our experimental results have shown that the combination CCV/SR-tree is not a practical one due to the large space overhead imposed by the CCVs. Our proposed VBA/S-tree combination outperforms consistently the GCH/SR-tree combination for all different page sizes, dataset sizes and answer sizes we investigated. Therefore we claim the VBA/S-tree combination to be a robust, effective and efficient approach to the CBIR problem, in particular for the case when one is primarily interested in the images' color distribution.
A few issues remain open for future research. One is determining the number of images where a simple linear scan of the signature file would be more efficient than using an indexing structure. Even though an index does speed up query processing for large datasets, it also imposes some overhead which may not pay off for smaller datasets. Another one is investigating how the VBA/ S-tree combination would fare against the GCH or CCV/A-tree combination. Another possibility, would be investigating how a metric access structure, e.g., the M-tree [7] would perform when indexing the VBA signatures. An interesting issue would be whether the M-tree can improve the traversal in upper levels in the tree since it would not suffer from the signature overlap problem the S-tree may potentially develop. Finally, we also want to investigate how to extend the S-tree to be used within a cluster of networked workstations so that query processing time can be further reduced under the presence of very large image datasets.
